
Official U.S. Marine 
Corps Color Guard

The United States Marine Corps Color Guard Platoon is entrusted with our National Ensign alongside the 
official Battle Color of the Marine Corps at ceremonies across the National Capital Region and the United States 
in order to render appropriate military honors and to display the Marine Corps’ illustrious warfighting history. 
The 55 colored streamers which adorn the Battle Color represent the illustrious history and accomplishments of 
the Marine Corps. The Color Sergeant of the Marine Corps carries the National Ensign. 

In order to become a member of the Color Guard Platoon, Marines must be 73 to 78 inches tall, be within 
height and weight standards and possess outstanding physical stamina and personal appearance. Marines 
must also pass Ceremonial Drill School and conduct themselves in a professional manner. Alongside physical 
attributes, Marines must possess moral character, superior leadership, organizational skills, and be able to set 
the example for all others to emulate.

The Color Sergeant of the Marine Corps serves 
as the senior Sergeant of the Marine Corps 
and is selected from the Fleet Marine Force. 
The Color Sergeant carries the National Flag in 
ceremonies throughout the National Capital 
Region and around the nation. He is also 
entrusted with carrying the Presidential Colors 
for all official White House ceremonies. The 
40th Color Sergeant of the Marine Corps is 
Sergeant Cameron Williams, from Jacksonville, 
Florida. [left]

“The Commandant’s Four” is a 
hand selected group of Marines 
who are chosen from the platoon to 
represent the Official United States 
Marine Corps Color Guard and be a 
representation of the Commandant 
of the Marine Corps. They are the 
keepers of the Colors for ceremonial 
events, evening parades, and a 
part of the Battle Color Detachment 
when touring across the nation. 
[above]

The 55 streamers of the Marine Corps 
Battle Color represent more than 400 U.S. 
and foreign awards as well as campaigns 
in which Marines have participated. They 

span the entire history of the nation, from 
the Revolutionary War to the present. The 

Color Guard platoon is also unique that 
they carry a banded staff. These 55 silver 
bands denote the title of the awards and 

campaigns of the United States Marine 
Corps that are symbolized in the 55 Battle 
Streamers. A duplicate of this Battle Color 
is maintained and held at the office of the 
Commandant of the Marine Corps.  [right]


